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When the Moon is in 

Aries...
The subconscious mind is resonating in the 
frequency of The Pioneer, the Ram, the 
Spring- all concepts that support forward 
movement. Aries needs to take action, and 
thus it can fall into a trap of impulsive 
decision making. Bringing some consciousness 
to the Moonlight of the Ram means being 
ahead of that game. The spark that 
encourages action is there, but with 
awareness it is easier to evaluate which 
action is best and move forward with purpose.



 

P     articipating in the symbology of this Moon sign’s 
passage means tuning into the needs of the Self. 
Aries is associated with the Self more than any 
other sign. It is the primal spark that speaks to 
someone about who they truly are. Some people are 
naturally self- oriented, even to the extreme, while 
others are less so. Operating in misty Moonlit ways, 
the needs of the Self will likely surface. Awareness 
of this during these couple of days can help avoid 
some needless blame throwing.
 
Take part in the Aries Moon by feeling the power of 
your vital spark. You are your own pioneer, you are 
always in a state of becoming, you are busy being 
born. Just like the Spring, life is fresh and full of 
potential. Surround yourself with settings and 
people that remind you of these truths.



When the Moon is in

Taurus...
The subconscious is especially fertile. Taurus is 
an Earth sign, associated with growth and 
fertility. The Moon is said to be exalted in this 
sign, because she loves to grow, she loves to 
strive to be fully lit. Taurus, the sign of the 
Bull, is earth-power, body-power, physical 
stability and earthy sensuality. The 
subconscious mind is dark and fertile, just like 
the soil of the earth. After we have embarked 
on forward movement with the Aries Moon 
passage, now is a time of nurturing what we 
have. Encouraging it to grow.

 
 

 



T

 

     aurus Moons send us into our bodies. It is here that we feel our inherent 

connection to the Earth, to all things stable and tangible in our lives. To 

take part in the symbology of these couple of days is to acknowledge and 

nurture what you already have. If the “having” feeling isn’t coming 

naturally, this is a time to create it for yourself, even if it just means a nice 

bath, a peaceful evening watching the sunset, an especially delicious meal.

 

Venus-ruled Taurus demands that we get at least a little bit sensual. During 

this Moon transit, see what you can do to invite some earthy sensuality into 

your body. Enjoy your skin, enjoy your food, enjoy the clothes that you put 

on your body. Slow things down a bit. You are fostering a sense of 

abundance that encourages more abundance to grow, via the dark and 

mysterious fertile soil of your subconscious.



When the Moon is in 

Gemini...
There is an unconscious pull toward 
mental stimuli. During this passage it may 
feel like there is a lot going on. It may feel 
like your attention is being diverted into 
many different avenues. This is the mark 
of the Trickster archetype, a child-like 
insatiable curiosity that has limitless 
energy for mental pursuits. On the heels of 
the stable and anchored Taurus Moon, this 
Moon attempts to branch out, like the 
synapses of the brain. It needs the electric 
snap of thoughts and dialogue.

 



G      emini is ruled by Mercury, the thinking planet. This puts 
the dream- like subconscious into kind of an encyclopedic 
mode, where many thoughts are passing through creating 
many different subtle undercurrents of reactions that swim 
through our body and influence our behavior. Some people 
thrive on lots of social and mental stimuli while others 
become exhausted by it. The trick to engaging in the power 
of this Moon is to use this thirst for mental stimuli with a 
conscious intent. Be a brainstormer, instead of a person 
with a storm in their brain
 
Participate in the symbolism of the Trickster by welcoming 
dialogue, thought and humor. This is a Moon that asks us to 
lighten up, and engage in some fun and trivial matters. This 
is the sign of the Twins, which points at the duality of life 
and all of the rich complexities of a road that splits in two, 
the yin and the yang. During these couple of days, return to 
your child-like curiosity. Let these lighter Lunar waves 
wash over any residual heaviness.



When the Moon 

is in Cancer...

The Moon is in it’s natural sign of the Crab, an 

animal that knows home to be an actual part of 

itself, not just an external location. True home is 

true north, like the North star, where all magnets 

point, and the method in which pigeons and 

doves find their way back home. No one can tell 

you where that is except yourself. Memories 

point to where you came from, and reactions to 

these memories help mold where you want to go 

to. True North is found in the alchemy of this 

interplay. Home needs to feel right in the most 

personal sense.

 



D      uring Full Moons, blue crabs actually molt their shells. 
That’s right, this normally fully armored animal stands 
naked on the brightest night of the month! From that night 
on it regrows it’s shell, and the symbolism suggests 
something important here: a need for protection and a need 
to at times embrace utter vulnerability. You are not only 
doing this for yourself, you are also showing others the 
power of vulnerability. You are teaching others the value 
of allowing oneself to fully FEEL.
 
To participate in this Cancerian Moon of Moons, what is 
asked is a fine-tuning inwards, towards your personal 
sense of home. Who and what types of places and things 
brings out these feelings in you? Where is it complicated? 
Where is it easy? During these days you are like a homing 
pigeon using the magnetic field of the earth to find your 
way back. Back to the place where you call home base. Let 
yourself feel, heal, return home, restore.



 

When the Moon is in Leo...
Once again the inward tide turns outward. The 
subconscious is now under a Solar influence, 
that of the Lion, a powerful and vital creature 
that knows it’s place as King. This fire is the 
fire of the heart, very mysterious and very 
powerful. The fire of the heart is the “bliss” 
that Joseph Campbell refers to when he says 
“Follow your bliss”. It is the passion that 
sustains you and points to your true Solar 
Essence. This Moon transit reminds you to 
align with your purpose, something that may 
always be changing, just like fire. Finding it is 
mysterious and rewarding.



T    he symbology of Moon in Leo asks you to, in the very 
least, make yourself visible. Be in the world where the 
light is bouncing off of you. Bask in the light when it 
feels right, just as the lion would do, or any cat for that 
matter. This is a time to feel your Solar elevation, your 
regality as an owner of a fiery heart. Notice what 
contributes to your basic sense of Solar Essence, your 
heart’s truth, and what things are antithetical to it. 
Create spaces and seek people that nourish these things. 
 
To flow with this Solar Lunar current is to tune into the 
fire that lives in the heart and let that be our motivator. 
This Moon transit is one that celebrates the glory of 
simply being. The Sun shines bright every day, just as 
our hearts do, but do we always take the time to feel the 
brilliance of these fires? Moon in Leo is an invitation to 
the dance, to the fun, to the light, to your bliss.



When the Moon is in 

Virgo...
The waves draw inward again, now towards a 
mood of contemplation. The sign of the Virgin is 
ruled again by thought-based Mercury, but it is 
Earth energy so the thoughts take a constructive 
practicality. There is a need to simplify what has 
become too complicated. The ancient practice of 
winnowing grains is done by letting the wind 
remove impurities as the rice or wheat is tossed 
up in the air and caught again in a filtering 
basket. What remains are kernels that are pure 
and can be fully utilized by the body.



 

      o engage in this Moon transit is to see where winnowing is necessary in your life right now. How 

can you simplify and organize things to better produce pure kernels of nourishment that sustain your 

wellbeing? Virgo seeks to lighten the load, by removing the impurities, the dross. This Moon transit 

invites us to travel inward with our thought processes, to a rewarding place of contemplation. 

Contemplation is a savory thinking, one that doesn’t need to rush in the direction of an answer. Virgo 

delights in the coziness of savory thinking. 

 

During these two and a half days let the light of the Virgin show you a clearing in whatever chaos has 

accumulated. Whether this is a literal tidying up, a dedication to making a healthy meal, or an 

indulgence in cozy contemplation, let this transit be a clarifying one. You will emerge out of it feeling 

lighter and fortified in your efficient strength.

T

 



When the Moon is in 

Libra...
The subconscious, adhering to the promptings 
of the Scales, is seeking a finer balance. Venus-
ruled Libra is the sign of the lover, the sign 
that favors a balanced give and take that 
comes from equal partnerships. During this 
Moon passage there is an awakening of an 
aesthetic awareness. The sweetness of this 
Moon ripens when one allows beauty to be 
noticed and enjoyed. This is the sign of the 
Artist, and to participate in the Libra Moon is 
to participate in art, by receiving it and or 
giving it.



T    here is a romance to this Moon, particularly in the 
waxing or Full phases. The romance is ignited in the 
aliveness that connection brings. To be connected is be 
able to conduct a current of electricity. The blood wakes up 
when connection is happening. Connection is found in so 
many places, with people, with art, with beauty and 
meaning. Libra asks you to find the connection, and then 
allow the current to kindle your liveliness. 
 
To participate in the Libra Moon is to say yes to a casual 
stroll, to take and give a compliment, to put a nice picture 
on the wall, to recognize that many things already are in 
balance, and what is not can be worked on, gracefully, and 
with patience. Like the Golden Mean that measures beauty 
through divine proportion, or the Middle Path that Buddha 
teaches, Libra loves the desirable middle, the third 
porridge that is neither too hot nor too cold. Find this 
beautiful middle during these Venusian hours.



When the Moon is in Scorpio... 
The collective mood wanders into the deep end of 

the pool. The waters of Scorpio run as deep as 

they come, encouraging a truer knowing of 

yourself and others. When the Moon is in this sign 

the Lunar nourishment is based on psychological 

truth, emotional intimacy and a willingness to 

explore some hidden places. Take for instance 

your own motivations. How many of them come 

from a hidden place? Scorpio wants you to 

acknowledge your own state of hypnosis, so you 

can wake up and reclaim lost power.



S     corpio marks the later season of the fall when the 
dried leaves blow on the trees and sidewalk, making a 
rattling sound like the rattle of a Shaman calling you 
to awaken to your raw potential. The power unearthed 
by Scorpio energy can be incredibly potent. It isn’t 
afraid of letting go what is no longer useful, like the 
leaves on the trees. It isn’t afraid of change. In fact it 
loves change, for it brings a new life and it secures a 
stronger courage. 
 
To partake in the Scorpio Moon is to enjoy the gifts of 
the dark. To feel the sexiness of a stronger intimacy, 
with yourself and others. To surround yourself with 
people and settings that encourage an emotional 
freeing within. Be your own witch, shaman, sorcerer, 
magician and know your power to change and 
rearrange the elements of your life. Above all, honor 
the mystery, for this Moon time is one of tuning into 
the invisible realm.



When the Moon is in 

Sagittarius...
The tide reaches out and upward towards 
an ideal. The Archer symbolism is one of 
optimism, as the arrow points high in the 
sky. To be aligned with a Sagittarius Moon 
is to allow some hope and enthusiasm in, 
so your behavior can reflect this 
orientation as second nature. The fire of 
Sagittarius is an elevated one that seeks a 
broader perspective and a spiritual 
meaning. To let your enthusiasm bring you 
upward is to partake in the symbolism of 
this Moon.



U      nder the light of this fiery Moon, all that is needed is a 
willingness to let even the smallest bit of enthusiasm in, 
anyway you can. The ember of this zest will grow strong, like 
the archetype of the Horse, and carry you to new horizons. If 
you are no stranger to faith and belief and bubbling zest, this 
Moon can carry you away! This can be fun but also a good 
strategy is to use caution and logic as checkpoints. No other 
sign can “over do” as much as Sagittarius. 
 
These two and a half days are a time to check in with your 
attitude, which is really such a short jump to the word altitude. 
Set the altitude of your attitude high, and let it show you new 
things. Enjoy the gifts that an elevated attitude brings, and 
refrain from basing this on a false foundation. A little bit of real 
optimism is a lot more useful than a lot of forced optimism. 
Surround yourself with people and settings that elevate your 
mood.



When the Moon is in 

Capricorn...
The subconscious takes a wiring towards an 
earthy ambition. All of the elevation of the 
previous Moon passage triggers a need to 
come back to earth, where practical 
progress can be made. The mood is sobering, 
realistic, and mature. The steps of the 
Mountain Goat are very careful and very 
intentional, always with a clear destination 
in mind. This is a wise Moon, one that 
coaches you to channel your energy 
conservatively, guiding you towards 
progress.



T     he Mountain Goat seeks to master its world, as reflected in 
his near 320 vision supplied by a square-shaped pupil. To engage 
in the lunar workings of such ambition is to use caution and 
limitation as your strategies. Limit your time in places and 
activities that are wasteful so you can apply this time to your 
ambitious pursuits. Use caution where decisions are being made 
to make sure you want to embark on those future roads. Practice 
a sobering maturity that relies squarely upon yourself and your 
abilities. 
 
Participate in the Capricorn Moon by welcoming more alone 
time, and let this time be nourishing. Capricorn gains strength 
from self-reliance. Let these lunar waves remind you of your 
ambitions here on this wonderful earth. What is the apex that 
you seek? Have you done your best to put one sure foot in front 
of the other? Have you done your best to limit the distractions 
that keep you from your summit?



When the Moon is in Aquarius... 

 

Moonlight favors the abstract. This is a time of symbolic 

reckoning with the very nature of one’s existence. A 

concept that is as abstract as the idea of the future. We 

know we exist, but what is existence? We know the 

future is real, but what is the future? Welcome to the 

archetype of Aquarius, the Water Bearer, the futurist, the 

genius. When the Moon is under this electrifying sign the 

task is to realize that you have power in shaping your 

future and in improving the conditions of your existence, 

even if you don’t know what these things mean!



A     n Aquarian Moon can bring out the strangeness of life, the 
oddball behaviors, and the nonconformity in people. Such 
nonconformity is a testament to the power we hold in molding 
our own futures. The grooves in the records need not be set in 
stone, they need not be our grooves! The Aquarian Moon is 
rebellious this way, like Prometheus who stole the fire from the 
Gods. But why did he do this? To improve the future for 
humanity. The futuristic mindset is one that seeks to liberate 
oneself and others, and make things better through innovation. 
 
To partake in the symbology of this Moon’s passage is to 
recognize the scientist within who uses the limits and laws of 
life to work in favor of her pursuits. Laws and limitations are not 
to be ignored, they are to be understood so they can help you. 
During this time find ways to think outside the box, like an 
inventor. Einstein once said, “Most people stop looking when 
they find the proverbial needle in the haystack. I would continue 
looking to see if there were other needles.” This is the lunar 
guidance of an Aquarian mindset.



When the Moon is in 

Pisces...
The subconscious is spread across the ocean 
of the collective unconscious. The sign of the 
Fishes is the archetype of the dreamer, the 
dream itself, the place duality ceases to exist. 
The divinity of the heavens descends down to 
earth during this transit, and for a couple of 
days there is a softness that is unparalleled in 
it’s ability to wash away angst and pain. 
Pisces is all encompassing in its love. Ruled by 
Neptune, the God of the Ocean, Pisces is 
mystical, deeply unconscious in it’s nature, 
and often surrounded by fog that may be 
beautiful, but also obscuring.



T    o engage in the mist of this Moonlight is to go with the 
flow. To allow yourself to be the dreamer and the dream. To 
loosen the reigns on control and deepen your connection to 
your innermost self. Meditation can do this, dancing, lighting 
candles, staring at the stars and listening to music can too. 
Emotions are sensitive during these passages as you have an 
ocean of feeling in your subconscious. Going with the flow 
instead of resisting it can make the feelings less volatile and 
overwhelming. 
 
During this time, allow yourself to dream, to daydream and 
to reflect on your night dreams. Be aware of escapist 
attitudes, as escapism is Neptune’s trouble spot. Embrace 
your reality by seeing deeper into the dream, but don’t try to 
replace your reality with a dream. Watch for the signs of 
divinity touching down to earth, where synchronicity comes 
to life and enchantment emerges. Pretty soon you will again 
be busy being born with the Aries Moon.



I hope                          you enjoyed this Moonlit tour around the zodiac, and I hope
it installed in you a curiosity to see what the Zodiac Moon can reveal to you on a daily 
basis. 
 
Remember that the Moon, just like your subconscious, is a mystery worthy of your  
attention. The archetypes are the very helpful, timeless and ever-evolving teachers.  
 
Just a little bit of symbolism adds so much richness to every day life. 
 
Thanks for reading,
 
 
XO Tess
 
 
 
 
Visit my website
evergreenastrology.com


